From: Stacy Student <abc123ai@desk.org>
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2018 1:08 PM
To: staff.member@temple.edu
Subject: June/July

Hi,
I need my pay stub for June and July. Kindly attach and reply to this Email..
Thanks,
Stacy Student.

DO YOU KNOW THE SIGNS?

The Identity of The Sender
The name of the sender does not match the email address. Usually phishing messages will have the email address not match the sender’s name.

Numerous Writing Errors
Phishing emails will generally contain writing errors such as misspelled words, or improper use of punctuation such as highlighted here.

DO NOT CLICK ANY LINKS OR RESPOND! REPORT IT TO ABUSE@TEMPLE.EDU

LEARN MORE: ITS.TEMPLE.EDU/NCSAM
Follow us on social media for more cybersafe tips: